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L’os de Mor Lam by Birago Diop is a popular play in Senegal. It has been
part of the school curriculum for decades and the National Theatre Company
has performed it on numerous occasions. L’os de Mor Lam tells the story
of a man named Mor Lam, who asked his wife to cook him a beef shank at
a time when the rest of the village nears famine. While they were waiting
for the shank to cook, Mor Lam’s best friend stopped by. The conversation
went on and on but the friend showed no sign of wanting to leave. Mor Lam
became so desperate to keep his shank to himself that he faked his own death
and died in the process. His friend not only ended up eating the shank, but
he also married Mor Lam’s widow. The moral of the story is, of course, that
their are terrible outcomes for those who refuse to share.

Perhaps this story is popular in Senegal because it resonates so much with
Senegalese culture. Senegalese culture, regardless of which ethnic groups are
considered, is a sharing culture. We are taught from a young age that “people
are people’s best remedy”, that “those who are poor materially but who have
others are the real wealthy”, that “helping others is the noblest deed”, that
“God has created inequality just to force us to share” and that we should
treasure others and organize our lives in such a way that we live harmoniously
with them, even if it means sacrificing ourselves and being a little miserable.

Solidarity is still alive and well in Senegal. After all, many senegalese are
just too poor to survive without the solidarity system. They rely on others
to help pay bills, to pay for prescriptions, school registration fees, important
ceremonies, food, etc. However, the situation with our collectively owned
ressources, our commons, is more problematic. The seaside is privatized and
occupied by luxury apartment buildings, rights to gold mines in the south are
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sold to international companies, halieutic ressources are dwindling because
of overexploitation by foreign fishing boats and farmers are loosing their land
all over the country. In this project, we wanted to hear and document what
people wanted to say about the state of community life and the commons in
Senegal.

What did we want to do?

This project is a collaboration between Kër Thiossane, an Arts and Me-
dia center in Dakar and I, Dieynaba G. Ndiaye, a social psychologist at the
university of Dakar who does research on the commons. We wanted talk
to several people in Dakar about living together, community and the com-
mons. The interviews were to be filmed then edited into short videos for
an online festival on the commons that involves other researchers and arts
organizations. We conducted twelve interviews that focused on three themes:

1. living together: what are living together and community about?

2. the commons: what are the commons?

3. Problems and solutions: what threatens community life and our com-
mons? What can be done about it?

How did we do it?

First, we brainstormed to make a list of the people we wanted to talk to.
Luckily, Kër Thiossane had worked with many of the people we considered
interviewing, or had contacts that could put us in touch with them. Then
we contacted them to see whether they would be willing to participate in
the interviews. Most of them accepted our invitation. Then the interviews
were scheduled and conducted at a location chosen by the participant. I
asked the questions, Saliou, a technician from Kër Thiossane recorded the
interviews, and Marion (Kër Thiossane’s director) usually attended and asked
complementary questions.
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Participants were given the choice to intervene in french (the official lan-
gage), in wolof (the most widely used local langage), or both. Most partic-
ipants chose to intervene in wolof because they wanted their interviews to
be available to a wider audience, to people who are not typically included in
these debates. They also believed that it was a political act to speak in local
langages rather than in official langages inherited from colonization. Those
who spoke in french did so because they were more comfortable and more
used to expressing themselves in french. The interviews lasted about 45 min-
utes on average. Participants began by introducing themselves. Then they
answered the questions above. Occasionally, I asked additional questions or
clarification questions based on what the participant was saying.

All the interviews were translated and transcribed in french to facilitate
study. Key themes from our participants’ answers were identified. Then
interviews were edited and cuts were grouped so that for each theme, we
could have short videos (8-10 minutes) that included several participants.

Who did we end up talking to?

Activists, neighbors, faith leaders, an academic, artists, community orga-
nizers, a well-known griot.

What are some of the things they said?

Living together: neighborhood and community

Community life is built and maintained when people have healthy and
frequent interactions with one another. It means sharing activities, visiting
one another, caring for one another, for the community, for the commons, and
for community space. It involves people who feel rooted in that community,
perhaps because it is the neighborhood in which they grew up, or they belong
to that particular ethnic group. Even if they may move elsewhere because
of family, work, or higher economic status, they can always come back to
the community and feel at home. Communities happen in hearts: they are
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places we are attached to, that belong to us. The lack of interactions (not
spending time with other community members) seems to be the biggest threat
to healthy communities.

Defining the commons

The commons are about relationships, sharing and practices. If we look
at the wolof word for family ties (mbokk), it is related to the wolof word for
sharing (bokk). So at least in wolof, sharing necessarily implies relationships
and community. We share with those to whom we feel connected. Being
connected goes well beyond family ties. It depends on the extent to which
we are willing to interact with one another. Once there is a community,
there are shared ressources. Those ressources are the commons. However,
the commons also about community members’ responsibilities to care for
them so that all can benefit equally and so that they can be protected and
transmitted to future generations.

Tradition and modernity

Living together and sharing seems to have been easier and more widespread
in the past. In pretty much all senegalese ethnic groups, there is an empha-
sis on sharing, community living and solidarity. Community life was what
gave meaning to life. Things seem to be different now. We have steered
away from our traditions in order to copy the western lifestyle which pushes
us towards individualism. There are fewer social interactions. People no
longer feel as much concern for their neighbors and extended family mem-
bers. Nuclear family is all that counts. The current economic framework has
also contributed to making things worse. We care more about wealth, its
accumulation, ownership of material signs of status than we used to.

Commons and nature

Nature means anything that is not created by humans. Since humans
did not create themselves, they are part of nature. However, they forget
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and believe that because they think and self-reflect, they dominate nature.
As result, they mistreat nature and mismanage natural resources, which,
in the end, amounts to self-destruction: we will not survive without the
environment.

Spirituality and the commons

Our lives are not meant to be just for ourselves, just so we can be here
and live on a day to day basis. Our lives are also about “doing good”, being a
positive force towards other humans, animals and nature. This is what gives
meaning to our lives and this is what brings us closer to the divine.

Governance

The main issue with the commons in Senegal has to do with governance,
particularly privatization and predatory governments. We are facing a situ-
ation in which those who are supposed to help us protect our commons (our
governments) are often the first ones to sell them for profit. The companies
and individuals to whom they sell them enclose them and often use them for
more profit. Most of the people who should have normally been benefitting
from those commons cannot access them. There are several exemples of this:
the parts of the Mbao protected forest that are sold to developers, the seaside
that is occupied by luxury buildings and shopping malls, the farmers that
are loosing collectively owned land, the ocean that is being depleted to such
an extent that entire villages that have subsisted on fishing for generations
can no longer find fish.

However, governments are not the only culprits. Individual senegalese
contribute to the problem because they have become more selfish, more in-
terested in wealth accumulation than in preserving the commons. In other
words, our governments just reflect a tendency that is also present in the
people they govern.
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Education

Education matters. It is both part of the problem and one avenue through
which we can begin to have a healthier relationship with ourselves, our com-
munities and our commons. How so? First, the current education system in
Senegal is inherited from colonization. We are educated in a langage that
is not ours, and with that langage come particular patterns of thinking and
ways of viewing the world that may be of disservice to us. For instance, most
school curricula do not focus on local heroes and thinkers and do not match
school children’s day to day lives and environnements. They do not value
local ressources. On the other hand, if our education system was different,
it would be a wonderful opportunity to teach children to value themselves,
their heritage, their environments.

The arts

Artists are not outsiders, they are fully members of their communities and
they have a lot to contribute. They can provide a unique perspective into the
problems of their communities and they can use their art to translate and
raise awareness on those issues. Additionally, artistic spaces are alternative
spaces in which debates that are excluded from mainstream plateformes can
occur.

Covid pandemic

The pandemic has made it much harder to interact and be in community.
It has made it harder to visit one another, it has made us suspicious of each
other, and it has forced us to keep social distance and to wear masks that
hide our faces in our daily interactions. It has also greatly curtailed our
freedom to move, and do things. However, the pandemic may have provided
an opportunity for us to rethink how we are living and what is to be valued
so that we may begin to live differently.
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Problems and solutions

Several problems have been mentioned, some of which have already been
discussed. They include: materialism, consumerism, individualism, selfish-
ness, predatory governments, lack of self-respect, abandoning of our tradi-
tions, lack of education, lack of unity between africans, fewer social inter-
actions, social disintegration. Some suggested solutions include: to educate
differently, to have leaders who embody alternative lifestyles and values, to
have more alternative spaces to discuss those issues, to have a different polit-
ical class, to follow the tide of return to community and the commons that’s
happening elsewhere, to encourage the work of activists.
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